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AEMXACT 
A self-dual cone K is called pe$ect if whenever F is a face of K, then F is 
self-dual in the span of F. We show that K is perfect iff its lattice of faces is 
orthomodular. We also investigate the structure of the semiring of operators which 
leave K invariant. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let V be a real vector space of dimension n, and let (x, y) denote the 
inner product in V. 
DEFINITION 1. Let K c V. 
(l)Kisac~iffx,yEK,a,p>Oimplyar+pyEK. 
(2) K is pointed iff K n(-K)=(O). 
(3) K is closed iff K is closed in the usual topology of V. 
(4) K is full iff the interior, K ‘, of K is nonempty. 
(5) The dual of K is the set 
K*={ y:( y,x)>OforallxEK}. 
(6) K is self-dual iff K * = K. 
It is clear that a self-dual cone is closed, pointed, and full. The cone K 
induces a partial order in V by x > y iff x - y E K. We shall use the following 
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notation: 
x > 0 (x nonnegative) iff x E K, 
x > 0 (x positiue) iff x E K, x # 0, 
x>O (x strictly positive) iff x E K”. 
REMARK. If K is a cone in V, then the set 
I(K)={AEHom(V,V):AKcK} 
is a cone in Hom( V, V). We also write A > 0 to indicate that A E r( K). 
In the study of cones, certain subsets, called faces, have proven to be 
quite useful. For more results on faces see [1,4,9]. 
DEFINITION 2. Let K be a closed pointed cone in V. A subset F of K is a 
face if F is a cone and 
O<x< y andyEFimpliesxEF. 
We denote the set of all faces of K by 3(K), and write F Q K if F E C?(K). 
REMARK. If S c K, then the intersection of all faces of K containing S is 
a face called the face generated by S. It is denoted C+(S). If S = {x}, we write 
+(r) for +({x]). A s is well known, the space spanned by a face F is F - F, 
and the dimension of this space is called the dimension of F, dim F. If +(x) is 
of dimension one, then x is called an extremal of K. If x is extremal for every 
x#O in the boundary of K, then K is called strictly convex. The set T(K) is 
a lattice (cf. [l], p. 74) if we define the operations for F, G E 4(K) by 
F//G=$(FuG) and Fj/G=FnG. 
DEFINITION 3. Let K be a closed pointed cone in V. 
(1) If F9 K, then we put 
FD={ y:y~K* andVxEF, (y,x)=O}. 
(2) We denote by Fv the dual of F in span F. 
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2. PERFECT CONES 
DEFINITION 4. 
F”= F. 
A self-dual cone K is called perject if? VF E T(K), 
This definition is due to Raphael Loewy, who, in a private communica- 
tion, suggested that such cones would make an interesting study. Our object 
here is to classify perfect cones in terms of their face lattices. One direction 
of our first result is closely related to Corollary 11.10 of [5], p. 18. However, 
we include an indication of the proof. 
THEOREM 1. Let K he a self-dual cone. Then K is perfect iff T(K) is 
an orthomodular lattice u&r the duality operation F+FD. 
Proof. Assume K is perfect. Then F(K) is an ortholattice if it satisfies 
conditions L.8, L.9, and L.10 of [q, p. 52. The first two are immediate (cf. 
also [2], items (5.1) and (4.3)). Let FQ K and suppose G= FDD. Then 
FQGQ K. Put 
Then H= G//FD= {0}, since K is pointed. But G is self-dual, so there is a 
gEG such that (g,f)=O VfEF. Then gEH={O}, whence F=G. Finally, 
we must verify the orthomodular law: if FQH, then 
FV(FDAH) = H. 
Since H is perfect, the restriction of the duality operation makes g(H) an 
ortholattice. The restriction of the duality--call it FH+an be expressed in 
two ways: 
FH={xEH:VfEF, (x,f)=O}, 
and 
FH= FD/jH. 
But because 5?(H) is an ortholattice, we have 
H=F//FH=FV(FD/jH). 
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Now let K be self-dual and F(K) be orthomodular. Let F E T(K) with 
F = C#J( x) for some x > 0. Clearly F C F “. Suppose there is a y #O, y E F “\ F. 
Then (cf. [4], p. 228) th ereisapE(O,l)suchthatz=bx+(l-P)yisinthe 
relative boundary of F. Clearly z#O, so G(z) Q F. By assumption 
+)V [ +(&V] = F> 
whence there exists a u E +( .z)~A F, u #O. Thus (u, z) = 0, so 
a contradiction. Hence F = F “, and K is perfect. 
COROLLARY. Let K be a self-dual cow in V. If T(K) is modular, then 
K is perfect. 
Proof. By (5.1) of [2] every face of K is exposed. Thus under the 
operation F+F , ( D 3 K) is an ortholattice. But a modular ortholattice is 
orthomodular, and Theorem 1 applies. n 
In general a self-dual cone K need not have every face exposed, and thus 
%(K ) need not be an ortholattice. We would like to know whether the 
converse of the corollary is true. That is, if K is perfect, need ‘2?(K) be 
modular? This is true if dim K = 1, 2, or 3, but we conjecture that it is false 
for dim K > 4. For dim K = 1 or 2 the converse is obvious. Let dim K =3. If 
every face has dimension 1, then K is strictly convex, and so g(K) is 
modular. Suppose K has a 2 dimensional face H. Then dimHD = 1, so 
spanHD= HI. Hence I- PH is the orthoprojector onto HD, so that by 
Proposition 2 below, K is decomposable. Thus K is simplicial, and so g(K) is 
modular. 
REMARK. The equation F= F DD is exactly the condition that F is an 
exposed face in the sense of [2]. 
DEFINITION 5. If F Q H, let PF denote the orthoprojector onto span F. 
The next proposition gives some useful conditions equivalent to K being 
perfect. We would like to thank Professor B. Iochum for pointing out that 
these are already known and for the appropriate references. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let K be a self-dual cone. The following are equie 
alent: 
(l)K is pe$ect, 
(2)VFe%(K), VxEspanF, 3y,z~F such that (y,z)=O and x= y-z, 
(3)VF E S(K), PF > 0. 
The proof of (l)@(2) can be found in [5], Lemma 1.0; the proof of (3@(l) 
comes from Corollary 1.1.4 of Professor Iochum’s These de S&me Cycle (item 
[21] in the references of [5]). 
REMARKS. (1) The statement of (1) of Proposition 22 in [8] follows 
easily. (2) On p. 14, Bos [8] alludes to self-dual cones all of whose faces are 
extremal but which are not homogeneous in the sense of Vinberg [12] (K is 
homogeneous if the group of nonnegative maps of K onto itself acts transi- 
tively on K a). We give an example. Let K”, be a convex set in R2 bounded by 
the segment of the axis from 
[:I to [ -:I 
and a twice continuously 
differentiable convex curve passing through i [ 1 . Imbed R2 into R3 by 0 
sending [x, y]r to [1,x, y]r, and choose the curve so that the cone 
K,={al?,:a>O} 
satisfies K: > K,. Apply the process of Theorem 2 of [3] to obtain a self-dual 
cone K. All faces are one dimensional, so K is strictly convex and, hence, 
perfect. However, K is not homogeneous. To see this, it is enough to note 
that K is not one of the irreducible self-dual cones cited by Vinberg. 
Alternatively, one can show that K is not facially homogeneous and use 
Theorem 1 in [6]. Let usdothis. If F=+([l,i,O]r), G=FD, then 
Let A = Pr - PG. We use Proposition 3 of [8] to show that A 4 D(K) (cf. [8], 
p. 3). For if x=[l 0 llT, y=[l 0 -l]r, then (x,y)=O, but (Ax,y)=g#O. 
(3) Professor Iochum has pointed out that the equivalence of the property 
(x,y)=O =+ (x,&-PC) y)=O, G=Fl, 
with facial homogeneity is due to A. Connes (cf. Ref. [17] of [5]). 
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3. DECOMPOSABLE CONES 
DEFINITION 6. The cone K is okcomposable if there are proper subsets 
K r, K, c K such that 
(1) Vx E K, 3x, E K, such that x = x1 + x2; 
(2) spanK,nspanK,= (0). 
If this is true, we write K = K, El3 K, and say that K is the direct sum of K, 
and K,. 
REMARK. This is decomposibility in the sense of Loewy and Schneider 
(cf. [9], p. 237). This differs for general cones, but not for self-dual cones, 
from the usage of Bellissard and Iochum (cf. [5], p. 11). Other results on 
self-dual cones in finite dimensional spaces can be found in [3] and [6]. 
If K is a self-dual cone, Penney [ll, p. 3061 denotes by II(K) the set of 
orthogonal projections 7~ such that 7r, I- 71 E I( K). Further, he defines K to 
be circular (p. 310) iff H(K)= {O,I}. W e wish to show that K is circular iff it 
is indecomposable. (See also item [41] of [5].) To do so we need a fact 
alluded to in [5], p. 11, which we state and prove as a lemma. 
LEMMA. lf K is a self-dual cone and if K = K,@K,, then K,= Kf. 
Proof. Let XE KF. Ten x= x1 + x2, where xi E Ki, and for all y E K,, 
Hence, (xi, y) =0 VyeK,, and so x, =O. Thus, x= x1 E K,, and Kf c K,. 
Conversely, suppose x E K,, and suppose (x, y) f-0 for some y E K,. Then, 
considering x as an element of K * and restricting x to K,, we obtain a 
nonnegative linear functional. However, there is a yz E span K, such that 
( YZA) =o Vz, Espan K,, 
( Y&2) = (w2) Vz, E span K,. 
But x is nonnegative on K,, so yz E K,“; hence yz E K, and so yz E K,. Now 
for any z E K we have z = x1 + z2, z, E Ki, so that 
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Therefore, yr = x - ys E K. If yr = yrr + yrs with yli E Z$, then x = yrr + ( ylz 
+ yz) and yis + ys#O, since K, is pointed. But x E K,, so by the uniqueness 
of the decomposition, yrs + ys = 0. This contradiction establishes the equality 
K, = K,D. n 
PROPOSITION 2. Let K be a self-dual cone. Then K is indecomposable 
iff K is circukzr. 
Yroof. Let K be indecomposable, and let ?T E II(K). Put K, =+( T( K )). 
Since n(K) is a self-dual cone in spanK,, it follows that r(K)=K,. Let 
K,=(Z-a)(K). Then K,4 K, since Z-TEE(K), spanK,nspanK,={O}, 
and K, + K, = K. Since K is indecomposable, then either K, = K or K, = K. 
Hence, either r= Z or r = 0. Thus, K is circular. 
Conversely, suppose K is circular and K = K, @ K,. If 71 is the projection 
onto K, along K,, by the lemma r is an orthogonal projection, and so I- 71 is 
the projection onto K, along K,. But K is circular, so either r= 0 and 
K=K,,orr=ZandK=K,. W 
We close this section with a result relating decompositions of K with 
decompositions of T(K). If %r and 9s are proper sublattices of S(K), we use 
Fr @ ‘&_ to denote their direct sum when it exists. (Birkhoff uses the term 
direct product.) 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a full closed pointed cone in V. Zf K = K 1 Cl3 K,, 
then F(K)= ‘??(K,)@‘??(K,). C onversely , if 4 = ‘?Tl @I ‘X2, then there are faces 
KiQFsuch that %=%(Ki), i=1,2, and K=K,@K,. 
Proof. We suppose K = K, @K,. Each %(Ki) is a complete lattice, and 
%(K,)n ??(K,)= (0). If F< K, let Fi denote the join of the atoms (i.e., 
extremals) of F which belong to 4(Ki). Then Fi = Fr\K, and F= F,VF,. 
Consequently, the map F-+(F,, F2) is an order isomorphism. If G Q K and 
G, = GAK,, then 
GVF=G,VG,VF,VF,=(G,VF,)V(G,VF,). 
Since a similar equality holds for meets, the map is in fact a lattice 
isomorphism. 
Conversely, suppose 57 = ‘3r (33 9s. Every extremal belongs either to Fr or 
9s. Let K. be the join of all the extremals in Fi. Since 9 is atomic, so is $, 
and thus ‘Fi = ‘??(Ki). Similarly, K, + K,= K. To finish we must show that 
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spanKi n spanK, = (0). Ob . vio~sly, K i n K, = { 0} . Suppose z E span K, n 
span K,. For any wi E K,, ui E K,, i = 1,2, for which 
we have 
By the uniqueness of the representations in 3 = Fi Cl3 9s it follows that 
If z#O, then - z @! K,; otherwise, -zEK,nspanK,=KsnK,={O}. So if 
we take ui in the relative interior of K,, there is an E >0 such that 
ui - FZ= us is in the relative boundary of K, (cf. [4], p. 228). Then 
and by (*I, +(d=+(4. n is is impossible unless dim+(u,)=dimK,=l. In 
this case, - z E K,, and we have a contradiction. Hence z = 0, and K = K, CB 
K,. 
4. IDEALS 
We shall investigate the relation between certain left and right ideals in 
the semiring r(K). For general K some of this has been done by Horne [9]. 
However, we retain the assumption that K is perfect. Since r(K) is not 
closed under subtraction, an ideal in I’(K) will be a set which is closed under 
addition and multiplication by elements of r(K). We denote by kerA the 
null space of A. 
DEFINITION 7. Let K be a perfect cone, and let F 4 K. The left and 
right facial ideals determined by F are the sets 
C(F)={AEr(K):kerAnKxF} 
and 
CR,(F) = {A EI-(K):AK cF} 
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respectively. Further, if S cl?(K), then we put 
ST={AT:AES}. 
LEMMA 2. Let K be a perfect cone, and let F $ K. 
(UC(F) ad q(F) are left and right ideals, respectively, of r(K). 
(2)l?(F)T= ‘%(FD). 
Proof. Since (1) is trivial, we proceed to (2). For any x E K, y E F we 
have for A E c(F) 
(A =x, y) = (x,Ay) =O, H 
whenceATxEFD. ThusATKcFDand !?(F)=c%(FD). NowifAE’%(FD), 
yEF, and xEK, we have 
(A =y,x) = ( y,Ax) =O. 
ThusATy=OandATEC(F). Therefore C(F)==%(FD). n 
LEMMA 3. Let K be a perject cone, and let F,, F, CI K. 
(We e(F,) iffF,aF,. 
(2)a(F&%F,) iffF,QF,. 
Proof. We prove (1); (2) is similar. In (1) sufficiency is clear, so suppose 
e (F,) c C (F,). Let y be in the relative interior of FD, and let x0 E K ‘. Define 
x~yyE(K)byr~y((z)=(y,z)x.Then,ker(r~y)nK=F,,whenr,ex~yy 
c(F,)cC(F,). Thus 
F,aker(&y)nK=F,. 
COROLLARY. 
(l)!!?.(F,)‘= C(F,)= iff F,= F,. 
(2)%(F,)‘= %(FZ)T iff F,= F,. 
(3)C(F,)+ f(F,)CfdF,AF,). 
(J)q(F,) + WF,) C ~(F,VF,). 
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Examples can be constructed to show that equality need not hold in (3) 
or (4). The next results show under what conditions equality always holds. 
THEOREM 4. Let K be a perfect cone. The sum of any two lefi facial 
ideals is a left f acial i&al when and only when K is simplicial. The 
corresponding rest& also holds for right facial ideals. 
REMARK. A perfect cone is simphcial iff it is the image of the nonnega- 
tive orthant under an orthogonal transformation. 
Proof. If K is simplicial, we may assume it to be the nonnegative 
ortbant. Then it is easy to show that C (F,) + l? (F,) = C (F,/\F,). Conversely, 
suppose for any FI,F2 aK we have that c(F,) + C(F,) is a left facial ideal. In 
particular, if F,= FI , * then C(F,)+C(FF)=C(G) for some GaK. Then 
GaF,//F~={O} by Lemma 3, and so c(G)=l?(K). Hence K is decompos- 
able,andwecheckthatK=F,~F,D.ButZ=A,+A,withAiEC(Fi)implies 
that for any x E K, x = Ix = Ai?x + As%, and Ai?x E Fp, we have Azx E FI by 
Lemma 2 and the fact that F ** = F. If F, is any face and if xs EFF is an 
extremal, note that 
(*I 
If YEF~, then y=ax,+x,, where x, E +(x2)*. But then y > x,, so x, E FF, 
and so X, E +( z#‘r\ Ff. Thus (*) holds. But if we start with F, = +( xr), where 
x1 is an extremal, and apply (*) n times, where n=dimV, V=K-K, we 
obtain K =+(x1)@. * * CEh+(x,), and so K is simplicial. 
The statement for right facial ideals follows from what has just been 
proven and from Lemma 2. n 
Z would like to thank Pmfessors B. Zochum and R. Loewy fm several 
constructive comments on an earlier version of this paper. 
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